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Enmobi was established in Bursa İnegöl in 2014. Enmobi, 
which has been serving in domestic and international projects 
since the first day of its establishment, has 
produced bedroom, dining room and wall units without 
sacrificing quality with its strong staff; In a short time,it has an 
important place in the furniture industry.

Our goal is to contribute to the country’s economy by exporting 
to more 
destinations; At the same time, it is to bring quality trend and 
innovative 
products to the four corners of the country with 
consumers. The quality of the products we produce as Enmobi 
family
is always important to our customers, and this quality
 is important..

We follow the current trends, make our designs and continue 
on your way by being renewed.
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Bedroom
Milos Enjoy taste of happiness.

With add splender and elegance to your room.

www.enmobi.com.tr4 5www.enmobi.com.tr4 5



Glamorous unique design.

Design for life
Find new inspiration in great comfort and style.

www.enmobi.com.tr6 7www.enmobi.com.tr6 7



Karyola 2 Kapılı Dolap

4 Kapılı Dolap

Komodin

Şifonyer Çamaşırlık

Boy Aynası

2 Door Wardrobe

Lenght Mirror

4 Door Wardrobe

Bed

Dresser

Commode

Laundry

Technical Drawings
Bedroom

Milos
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Diningroom
Milos

www.enmobi.com.tr10 www.enmobi.com.tr10

Strong and modern design.
The elegance that only quality can ofter.

1111



In innovation and modern 
We offer all the comfort you will not find anywhere 

with its own unique design.

www.enmobi.com.tr12 www.enmobi.com.tr12

Pure design, pure life.

1313

When aesthetic and comfort are in question, your dreams are unlimited. An elegant 
result is obtained with the admirable aesthetic and reasoned functionality.



Tv Unit
Milos

www.enmobi.com.tr14 www.enmobi.com.tr14

Milos adds comfort to your life so, 
you will have joyful time.

1515

A new energy in your home, a new atmosphare... 
An enviable aesthetic, unique comfort, perfect joy ride 

starting at the details...



Technical Drawings

Diningroom
Tv Unit

Milos
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Konsol

Tv Ünite

Masa

Console

Tv Unit

Table



Bedroom
Milos teenage Because your home deserves to stand out

www.enmobi.com.tr18 19www.enmobi.com.tr18 19



Fill your home with creativity

Bring the newly
designed change into your home

www.enmobi.com.tr20 21www.enmobi.com.tr20 21

Your comfort and aesthetic design that suits you are first and foremost.



Karyola 2 Kapılı Dolap

4 Kapılı Dolap

Komodin

Şifonyer Çamaşırlık

Boy Aynası

2 Door Wardrobe

Lenght Mirror

4 Door Wardrobe

Bed

Dresser

Commode

Laundry

Technical Drawings
Bedroom
Milos teenage
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Bedroom
Como

www.enmobi.com.tr24 www.enmobi.com.tr24

make your room 
personal and unique

Life is nothing important than a good, secure home.

2525



Bright structure and closet on the cover patterns 
home you elegance will add.

Pleasurable beauty 
designed for your taste.

www.enmobi.com.tr26 www.enmobi.com.tr26

Wooden modern elegant

2727

Bedrooms are one of the areas where we feel most comfortable, where we feel the best, even 
the most free. Add innovation to your bedroom and immerse yourself in a whole new world. 



Technical Drawings
Bedroom

Como

160 ,lik karyola

Dolap

180 ,lik karyola

Bench

Komodin

Wardrobe

160 cm Bed

Bench

180 cm Bed

Commode

Şifonyer
Dresser
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Bedroom
Betis

www.enmobi.com.tr30 www.enmobi.com.tr30

Useful comfortable and wide.
Beauty elegance and aesthetic 

the structure your whale life will change.

3131



Betis bedroom 
with inspiring beauty.

Living nature inside the house.

www.enmobi.com.tr32 www.enmobi.com.tr32

Large and extra storage areas.

3333

The decoration always follows the route of fashion. It surrounds our clothes colors , 
textures and patterns firstly and then ,our living spaces. This being he case, we should 

open the doors of our living spaces to colors and new forms...



Technical Drawings
Bedroom

Betis

2 Kapılı Dolap 3 Kapaklı camlı Dolap 3 Kapaklı Dolap
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160 cm Bed 180 cm Bed

Şifonyer
Dresser
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Diningroom
Betis

www.enmobi.com.tr36 www.enmobi.com.tr36

Because that’s your style.

3737



Very well designed
 with a classic touch

www.enmobi.com.tr38 www.enmobi.com.tr38

While you enjoy luxury in your sweet moment

3939

Designs inspired by the new generation with a classic touch



Tv Unit
Betis

www.enmobi.com.tr40 www.enmobi.com.tr40

Giving the house a new look

4141

The best design made with the best possible materials Be-
cause we support our brand image



Technical Drawings

Diningroom
Tv Unit

Betis

Orta Sehpa

Konsol

Tv Ünite

Kapaklı Kitaplık Raflı Kitaplık

Masa 
Console

bookcase with lid bookshelf with shelves

Table

Tv UnitCoffe Table



Bedroom
Gusto

www.enmobi.com.tr44 www.enmobi.com.tr44

Cheer up the life with brillant ideas to taste 
modern and classic.

4545
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The harmony of modernity 
and wood to 

those who look for comfort and luxury...

www.enmobi.com.tr48 www.enmobi.com.tr48 4949

Let’s make life a little easy.



Technical Drawings
Bedroom

Gusto
Tek Kapaklı Dolap

Çamaşırlık

2 Kapaklı Dolap 4 Kapılı Dolap

5 Kapılı Dolap
5 Door Wardrobe Laundry

Single Door Cabinet 2 Door Wardrobe 4 Door Wardrobe

160 ,lik ayaklı karyola

180 ,lik karyola180,lik ayaklı karyola

160 ,lik karyola

180 Foot Bed

160 Foot Bed

180 cm Bed

160 cm bed

Komodin
Commode

Şifonyer
Dresser
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Diningroom
Gusto

www.enmobi.com.tr52 www.enmobi.com.tr52

You feel the warmth of the area with the splendid 
harmony of cream colour and wood.

5353



you will not find anywhere with its own unique design.
We offer all the comfort 

www.enmobi.com.tr54 www.enmobi.com.tr54

A stylish look and grace fully thought details.

5555

Design and style are important for ones who know what to want.But com-
fort is important as well...So we designed a special product for you consider-

ing all your needs.
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Tv Unit
Gusto

www.enmobi.com.tr56 www.enmobi.com.tr56

Impact of the moment of their design and creation.

57575757

Innovative  and attractive concept.You can aesily create 
more qualified ambiance for your home thanks to details 

that facilitates your life.



Technical Drawings

Diningroom
Tv Unit

Gusto
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Konsol Orta Sehpa

Üst Sol Blok

Masa

Ünite Sağ Blok

Ünite Orta BlokÜnite Alt Blok

Yan Sehpa

Upper Left Block

Side Table

Coffe Table

Ünit Right Block

Console

Unit Sub Block

Table

Unit Middle Block



Bedroom
Felix

www.enmobi.com.tr60 www.enmobi.com.tr60

Details with classical and nostalgic 
appearance. 
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Very young and original design which is carefull 
prepared, everything from fabric to do wood.

A new way of comfort 

www.enmobi.com.tr62 www.enmobi.com.tr62

Glamorous unique design.

6363

There are some homes that, from the moment you stop into the energy you sug-
gest inspired by the megical world of move.



Technical Drawings
Bedroom

Felix

Komodin

Komodin

Çamaşırlık
Laundry

Çamaşırlık
Laundry

Çamaşırlık
Laundry

Commode

Commode

Şifonyer

Şifonyer

Dresser

Dresser

160 ,lik karyola 180 ,lik karyola
160 cm Bed 180 cm Bed



Diningroom
Felix

www.enmobi.com.tr66 www.enmobi.com.tr66

Strong and modern design.
The elegance that only quality can ofter.

6767



Despite years passit will be the only effect remaining.

A limpid beauty 
attractive details. 

www.enmobi.com.tr68 www.enmobi.com.tr68

Your personality reflective detail.

6969

Crown your home with a gusto dining room that
 combines modern and elegant lines with a stylish look.



Tv Unit
Felix

www.enmobi.com.tr70 www.enmobi.com.tr70

Dancing houses with the colors.

Color therapy you should bring the new energies given by 
the seasons and your aura that you desire to replenish to 

your living spaces and you should, use the power of colors. 
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Technical Drawings

Diningroom
Tv Unit

Felix

Orta Sehpa

Tv Ünite

Masa

Coffe Table

Tv Unit

Table
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Bedroom
Genova

www.enmobi.com.tr74 www.enmobi.com.tr74

We offer all the comfort you will not find 
anywhere with its own unique design.
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Lines, geometric patterns, fine details, 
supplemental simplicity...

Find new inspiration in 
great comfort and style.

www.enmobi.com.tr76 www.enmobi.com.tr76

A stunning elegance hiddin in simplicity.

7777

Naturaless blends comfort and aesthetics. Natural materials, 
timeless elegance accessoriess modest increases as assertive.



Technical Drawings
Bedroom

Genova
2 Kapılı DolapDolap
2 Door WardrobeWardrobe

KomodinÇamaşırlık
Laundry Commode

Şifonyer
Dresser

160 ,lik karyola 180 ,lik karyola
160 cm Bed 180 cm Bed
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Diningroom
Genova

www.enmobi.com.tr80 www.enmobi.com.tr80

Simple and elegant designs present 
minimal modern distinctive modules.

8181



Intensive work with at 
the and of a day 
the some table with loved ones to share...

www.enmobi.com.tr82 www.enmobi.com.tr82

Useful comfortable and wide.

8383

Naturaless blends comfort and aesthetics. Natural materials, 
timeless elegance accessoriess modest increases as assertive.



Tv Unit
Genova

www.enmobi.com.tr84 www.enmobi.com.tr84

Modern form original appearance

A new design rises up from the center of minimal and  
modern... Adds elegancy to your house with the harmony of 

the wood and makes your life easier with practical 
functions.
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Technical Drawings

Diningroom
Tv Unit

Genova

Konsol

Tv Ünite

Masa

Console

Table

Tv Unit
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Bedroom
Torino

www.enmobi.com.tr88 www.enmobi.com.tr88

With add splender 
and elegance to your room.
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Original handle detail which provides easy grip

Inspirre your imagination! 

www.enmobi.com.tr90 www.enmobi.com.tr90

Design adding easthetic to living areas.

9191

Life facilitating details and your life you inspire the day and 
every moment you invigorate.



Technical Drawings
Bedroom

Torino
Karyola 2 Kapılı DolapDolap

Bed 2 Door WardrobeWardrobe

KomodinÇamaşırlık
Laundry Commode

Şifonyer
Dresser

160 ,lik karyola 180 ,lik karyola
160 cm Bed 180 cm Bed
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Diningroom
Torino

www.enmobi.com.tr94 www.enmobi.com.tr94

Make room for everyone
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Here comes elegancy with the most 
impressive aspect of classic...

The best place to eat

www.enmobi.com.tr96 www.enmobi.com.tr96 9797

Strong and modern design.

You can place your staff in order with inside of wardrobe will 
add elegance to your home.



Tv Unit
Torino

www.enmobi.com.tr98 www.enmobi.com.tr98

Special synthesis, modern design...

While it plays an important role in making the home feel 
warm and livable, it also brings simplicity and elegance 

together.
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Technical Drawings

Diningroom
Tv Unit

Torino

Konsol

Orta Sehpa

Masa

Console

Table

Coffe Table
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Bedroom
Rustik

www.enmobi.com.tr102 www.enmobi.com.tr

Details with classical and nostalgic 
appearance. 
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to make your home the best beautiful living space.
A truly exclusive design, 

www.enmobi.com.tr104 www.enmobi.com.tr

Make room to relax

105

The new form of the living art... Irrevocable functionality of mo-
dernity shaped by its vised lines.



Technical Drawings
Bedroom

Rustik
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Karyola Bazalı

ÇamaşırlıkDolap

Karyola

Komodin

Şifonyer
LaundryWardrobe

Bed Base

Dresser

Commode

Bed



Diningroom
Rustik

www.enmobi.com.tr108 www.enmobi.com.tr

A table that will witness pleasant 
dinners with your family
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present minimal modern distinctive modules
Simple and elegant designs 

www.enmobi.com.tr110 www.enmobi.com.tr 111

Design the future



Tv Unit
Rustik

www.enmobi.com.tr112 www.enmobi.com.tr

A feast for the eyes

The air, which is given by the patterns that will provide the 
most beautiful harmony with your furniture in your home, 

also provides the pioneer of elegance.
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Technical Drawings

Diningroom
Tv Unit

Rustik
Bench

Orta Sehpa

Konsol

Tv Ünite

Masa Kitaplık

Console

BookcaseTable

Tv Unit

Bench

Coffe Table
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www.enmobi.com.tr
info@enmobi.com.tr

0 224 711 61 60
0 224 715 15 16

Factory:
Mesudiye Mah. Yıldırım Cd. No.45 Avarlar Kavşağı

İnegöl/BURSA

Showroom:
Mobiliyum A Etap No:7 

İnegöl/BURSA


